The Five Stages of Travel
Your guide to how visitors plan and experience a trip,
and how to be there with them every step of the way
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INTRODUCTION
You’re in the travel business. Congratulations for being a part
of giving people something they love! In fact, 96% of American
travelers are planning a domestic trip in 2016. 1 Travel doesn’t
just broaden the mind, it refreshes, rejuvenates, and improves
people’s outlook on life. But today’s travelers can be finicky—
they’re looking for one-of-a-kind experiences, and they’ve got
a whole world of options.
Getting on their itinerary means understanding who your
likely visitors are and the travel trends influencing their choices.
Then it involves reaching out with creative content that touches
and inspires them at every stage of the journey, from the initial
dream to sharing their experiences when the trip’s over.
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96%

of American
travelers are planning
a domestic trip in 2016
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Some Top Trends
Influencing Travel
Today
Authenticity “Playing the tourist” is out.
Today, travelers want to know what it’s
like to be members of the community,
experiencing local culture, cuisine and
adventures just as longtime residents do.

“Bleisure” travel Like our ever-moreflexible workplaces, the business trip is
getting a makeover. Travelers hunker down
with clients, then unwind on hiking trails or
in the local arts district.
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Seamless planning You can find anything
on the Web. Sometimes that’s the problem.
Travelers long for human or digital experts
who can help them package a trip from
start to finish.

Multigen travel Baby Boomers—hitting
retirement age with money, time, and
endless energy—are planning elaborate
trips and inviting the kids and grandkids
along. Savvy destination marketers
are finding ways to appeal to multiple
generations at once.

Mobility Travelers are researching,
planning, and even booking from their
smartphones, compelling destinations to
become mobile friendly or potentially
lose out.
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“If

you want to attract more travelers,
don’t give them more information.
Give them inspiration. There’s plenty of
information out there—too much to sort
through. They’re looking for curators to
help them pinpoint travel experiences
that are right for them. Don’t just tell
them what they’ll get while they’re
there—tell them what they’ll take home
at the end of the journey.”
—Daniel Levine, travel trends expert
and keynote speaker
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The Five Stages of Travel
Each journey is really a series of essential
moments when travelers are enticed, romanced
by a place, and inspired to take the next step
towards making the trip a reality. Connect with
and encourage new visitors at every stage.

DREAMING MOMENTS
PLANNING MOMENTS
BOOKING MOMENTS
EXPERIENCING MOMENTS
SHARING MOMENTS
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Stage One:
Dreaming Moments
When it comes to brightening our daily lives, travel is
the stuff that daydreams are made of. In fact, 37% of
travelers in the United States think about planning a
vacation at least once a month, and 17% do so each
week. 2 This is your opportunity to inspire them, focus
those dreams squarely on you, and begin to guide
them from “what if…? ” to an actual trip.
That requires more than facts about room rates
and amenities. You need to tell an inspiring, fully
conceived story relating who you are and what
makes your destination like no other.

Content Defines the Dream
With unprecedented control of what, when, how
and where they get information, travelers are less
likely to respond to advertising than to content
that entertains, informs, and surprises them.
• Create videos enabling viewers to experience
a virtual vacation.
• Use a friendly, conversational blog to share
insights on your region.
• Write articles that highlight authentic
experiences and people in your area.
• Use checklists with helpful tips on local
customs, what to bring, or what to expect.
• Distribute and repurpose content on Facebook,
Twitter, and other social media sites, or as
sponsored content on popular travel websites.
• Create an e-newsletter that you send to past
visitors or prospects.
• Use Google Analytics, bit.ly and other
measurement tools to learn what is and
isn’t connecting.
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Bringing the
Dream to Life:
The Power of Video
Video captures the sights, sounds,
and action of a potential trip all in
one package—one reason why 64%
of those travelers who viewed travel
videos watched while thinking about
taking a trip. 3 With views of branded
videos up 394%, there is more
opportunity to attract attention. 4
Make sure that yours:
• … feel real. Highlight authentic
experiences that travelers won’t
find elsewhere.
• … address the right market.
Feature the type of visitor you
think is most likely to come.
• … live where viewers will see
them. 106 million unique YouTube
visitors travel. 5
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The First Step To Great Content
Is a Coherent Strategy
As you consider what types and pieces
of content will best promote your
destination, think first about the big
picture. What’s the story you’re trying
to tell? What overall themes should
you emphasize? This is no time for
silos—include all vital constituents in
developing the strategy, advises travel
specialist Paul Cohen, vice president of
PHG Consulting in Washington D.C.
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When content fails it’s often because different
people or departments are creating different
elements and haven’t communicated. “The social
media content looks nothing like the website, and
when people look for more information they can’t
find it,” says Cohen. He likens a travel destination
to a grocery store full of specialties that need to
be marketed in the right ways. “Before you start
running a campaign,” he says, “make sure you
have all the products on the shelf.”
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Stage Two:
Planning Moments
You’re on their radar. You’ve told a great story
and moved them from dreaming of a trip
somewhere to focusing on your destination.
Now they consider logistics—when to travel, how
long to spend, how to get there, and whether the
experience will match or exceed expectations.
The key here is to understand who your
potential visitors really are, and the types of
experiences they seek.

Know your market
The cheapest gas in years is a great
reason for a weekend getaway.
Attract visitors from your own
region with content highlighting
things they love.
What makes your market special?
Historic homes, music, local cuisine,
outdoor activities or beaches—what
makes your destination more than a
hotel room?

Four ways to turbocharge
your website
1. Link in, link out. Be sure content shared on
popular travel sites or social media links to your
site. From yours, link to prominent attractions.

2. Be the journey. Does your site tell a unified
story? Greet viewers as you would visitors
to your home, with a warm welcome and by
thinking of their needs at every turn.

3. Encourage action. All content should
encourage next steps, whether linking to related
pieces or speaking with a representative.

4. Highlight your best. Resist political
pressures to feature all local attractions equally.
Visitors want to know about your famous local
cuisine—not the chain restaurants you have.
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Traveler Profile: Millennials
Big, educated, eager to travel They’re the largest generation, and about 61% have
attended college (versus 46% of Boomers). They’re also the likeliest to cite “ time for
recreation” as a life priority. 7

Driven by digital and mobile Your best way to reach them is through their devices.
Forty percent of leisure travelers who book online are Millennials. 8

They’re behind the bleisure boom In 2015, they supplanted Gen X as the largest
generation of workers. 9 They’re looking to add fun to their business trips.

Impress them and they’ll spread the word More than 75% rely on recommendations
from friends for ideas on where to go next. 10

Stage Three:
Booking Moments
Travelers at this stage of the journey are more
than just interested and motivated—they’re ready
to make the leap. But you don’t have them yet.
They can still pull out or go with that other option
they’ve been toying with.
The key at this point is to make transaction
as smooth and seamless as possible. That means
removing unnecessary hassles and obstacles, and
adding any sweeteners that may help push them
to action. Make sure your website offers clear
information on pricing options and scheduling and
does whatever possible to help them put together
all elements of their journey. Offer season-specific
content so they can look forward to special events
taking place around the time they plan to visit.

Making Their Decision
Process Easier
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When the spirit strikes, travelers want to make
all their decisions to close the deal now—not
when they get home. Travel queries on Google
from mobile devices rose 50% in the last year. 11

Be fully mobile. Anything visitors can do
from a laptop should work on mobile as well.

Think mobile first. Don’t force laptopfriendly graphics onto mobile screens.
Design everything as though site visitors will
come through their smartphones first.

Remember, it’s a phone. Make sure visitors
can get seamlessly to a live representative.
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Traveler Profile: Generation X
A generation in the middle Wedged between the more numerous Boomers and
Millennials, they’re enthusiastic travelers, but the most concerned over financial issues
such as saving for kids’ college and their own retirement. 12

Family focused In the sweet spot of parenting years, they’re apt to bring the kids and
plan around school vacations. 13

Budget-conscious explorers Nearly 70% say exploration is a key part of travel, though
72% are price sensitive—more than Boomers or Millennials. 14

gravitate to the arts More than 67% cite a destination’s artistic offerings and cultural
attractions as a draw. 15

Stage Four:
Experiencing Moments
Your efforts have paid off. The traveler has considered
hundreds or thousands of alternatives, chosen your
destination and made the ultimate commitment by
putting money down. Congratulations. Now’s your
opportunity to reward that faith.
The single most important part of the journey is,
naturally, the journey itself. For one thing, it’s what all
the other stages of travel revolve around. It’s the stage
for which each traveler will forever judge you. Their
experience will determine whether they come again
and encourage others to do so.

“It’s

true that people want
authentic experiences,
and it even goes a step further.
They want something where they
can take pictures and videos and
share them on social media and
one-up their friends. They want
to do something their friends
haven’t done.”
—Paul Cohen, travel consultant

Being authentic means
finding the best ways
to be yourself
Deliver on the promise. When the actual
experience meets or exceeds the expectations
you’ve raised through your great content—that’s
when you build trust and create repeat visitors.

It’s about the people. As much as they love the
views, the weather, or the cuisine, a huge part of
authenticity is the chance to make connections
with people who are sincerely welcoming.

Don’t oversteer. It’s impossible for you to
create a unique experience for each and every
visitor. Fortunately, they can. Give them room to
seek and explore, meet people and make their
own choices.
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Keep Communicating: Travelers Will Make
Key Decisions Even After They’ve Arrived
“One major way that mobile technology is
changing the travel world is shortening the
time between booking and experiencing,”
says Daniel Levine, a travel trends
consultant and speaker, and director of
the Avant-Guide Institute in New York.
“People have their computers, in the form
of smartphones, with them at all times.” In
fact, “Near me” Google searches are 34x
what they were in 2011—and 80%
are done by mobile. 16

If visitors planned an outdoor activity and
it’s raining, they’ll be looking for new plans
right away, Levine says. Be sure that your
key destinations are readily visible on
location-aware apps such as Google Maps
and Yelp. Adds Levine, “At a time when
travelers can do so much planning on the
fly, marketers more than ever need to be
in the right place at the right time.”

34x

“Near me” Google
searches are
what they were in 2011
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TravelER Segment Profile: Baby Boomers
They’re driving the new leisure economy. Some 10,000 Baby Boomers turn 65 each
day. 17 By next year, they’ll control about 70% of disposable income. 18 And 99% plan to
take a trip this year. 19

Meaningful experiences wanted Endlessly inquisitive, Boomers want to learn when they
travel—whether treking through caves or finally attending Space Camp.

They’re ready for adventure More than 60% of Boomers say they feel younger than
their numerical age. 20 Rocking chairs need not apply.

Focused on extended family Their top reason for travel is time with family and
friends (54%). 21 They’re driving the trend of multigenerational travel.

Stage Five:
Sharing Moments
Now that their trip is over, they’re dying to
tell the world what they did. Where once that
meant showing photos or a carousel of slides
to a small group in their living room, these
days a photo or video can be shared around
the world. Treat them right and your visitors
can become some of the best ambassadors
your destination ever had.

Here are some top
ways travelers
are sharing their
experiences
• Amateur video: Vacationers
who once shared slides with a
few friends now share video
moments with the whole world.
Video posts on Facebook are up
75% year-over-year. 22
• Vlogs: A step up from amateur
video, vlogs (video blogs)
are a preferred means for
amateur and professional travel
journalists to build an audience.
• Reviews: More than half of
Internet users worldwide have
written reviews of destinations
they’ve visited, on sites such
as TripAdvisor, trivago, and
Booking.com. 23
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How Should Destinations
Respond to Online Critics?
Stay vigilant. While you don’t need to answer
every critic, responding to positive (and negative)
reviews on sites such as TripAdvisor tells potential
visitors that you care what customers think.

Be sincere, not defensive. Apologize for a bad
experience and, if appropriate, say how you’ve
corrected the situation. And stay polite—engaging
in arguments could make you look petty.

Correct where necessary. That said, you don’t
need to let grossly inaccurate statements slide.
Politely but clearly set the record straight.

Learn and improve. Keep in mind that online
critics offer the kind of market research that
companies pay big bucks for. If past visitors are
repeating the same complaints, it’s a good sign to
take action.
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We are all travelers
Let all roads lead to your destination.
When it comes to travel, consumers quite
literally have the world at their fingertips.
However, navigating unlimited options can
be complicated, giving travel marketers the
opportunity to influence decision makers
at multiple points on their journey from
dreaming to discovering.
That’s where we come in. We work with
our clients to develop and execute marketing
programs that will help you spark and
maintain wanderlust at every stage of the
travel planning cycle.
By identifying the why, when, and where
of travel plans and producing campaigns
that match each distinct segment, we are
able to connect travel intent and desires
with relevant messaging. Whether you are
seeking business, adventure, luxury, or family
travelers, we can help you reach consumers
every step of the way.
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Advance 360 is a team of digital experts
passionate about marketing, data, content
and all things digital. We have the knowledge,
experience, tools and technologies that give us
a depth of knowledge that will keep you two
steps ahead of your competition in this rapidly
evolving digital landscape. We know that in
order to deliver on your goals, we need to
provide insight, analysis, strategy, and flawless
implementation for every project we execute.
As part of one of the largest marketing and
media companies in the U.S., we have the
resources to do just that. Advance’s portfolio
of businesses includes Advance Local (the #1
news and information companies in multiple
markets throughout the Northeast, Northwest,
Midwest and Southeast); Conde Nast; Reddit;
and American City Business Journals.
But enough about us. We want to get to know
you. Let us show you how we can help you
tell your story to build your business, improve
your market share and deliver measurable and
lasting results.
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